Brief: Amanda will introduce the session by talking about what systems change is and
introduce each of you. Each of you will speak for between 7-10 min and I’ll ring a bell
when we are at 9 min. Each of you will speak about the co-designed systems change
using examples from your organisation and Jason will talk about systems change using a
range of examples and from his research in the US. We then have 20 min to discuss the
topic as a panel. Amanda to start with a few leading questions, then the discussion will
be opened up to the audience for 10 minutes.
Facilitator: Amanda Martin
Panel:
Tessa Boyd-Caine
Simon Freeman
Dr Di Winkler
Tony Kalm
Dr. Jason Franklin
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HJP is a response to 2 key pieces of evidence about the need for system change:
• Social determinants of health; and
• The Legal Australia Wide survey of unmet legal need across the country.
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Health justice partnerships work by:
• Building partnerships between lawyers and health professionals, in the trusted health
settings that are already in contact with people on low incomes or who are otherwise
vulnerable.
• Eg RPAH case: public housing undermining health outcome
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Where’s the system change?

The national centre for health justice partnership (HJP) is not a service provider, but is

providing national support for and coordination of these partnerships. The potential for

transformative system change, which is what’s really exciting about this work, is in three
ways:
1.

Working to improve the lives of people experiencing disadvantage and their

communities, by meeting the broad legal and social needs that undermine their
health and wellbeing.

2.

Supporting partnerships that challenge how systems, and professionals within

•

Eg bringing community lawyers out of their shopfronts, and even beyond their

them, identify and meet need

outreach locations, to where the people they are trying to reach are already

engaged. Conversely, building capability within health professionals, not just to

identify legal needs impacting on health, but to improve their responsiveness to
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them (eg GP domestic violence toolkit developed by Women’s Legal NSW, taken up
by Australian Medical Association).

3. Connecting the lived experience we see through HJPs with the policy reform and
advocacy to achieve broad scale systemic change.

• Mortgage Wellbeing Service in western Melbourne, advocating to financial institutions
to follow their own guidelines for people in financial stress.

• Royal Commission into Family Violence ‘safety hubs’ integrated services
recommendation.

o The next in a long line of reports pointing to the gaps in service systems,

through which the most vulnerable people in our communities continually fall.
But very little by way of mapping, or pathways, to help services – the people
working in them – fill those gaps.

o HJP is doing that.
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What’s the role for philanthropy?
Simply, among everything else philanthropists do, remember: Our strength is our voice!
• People and communities trust charities and philanthropy to speak from our
understanding of need and how best to meet it

• Philanthropic leadership in this way is key: not in isolation, but through the

partnerships with the organisations philanthropists fund and work with; through the
strategic objectives philanthropists set; through the outcomes you are aiming for.

• Fulbright work on trust and confidence: US reticence to speak out – Ford Foundation
expose – 100 years of same. Philanthropists particularly have had to defend the very
legitimacy of what they do, not just through McCarthyism, and they’ve become
stronger and more trusted as a result of it.

This is a salient lesson for Australian charities and philanthropists; and
a critical reminder that our strength and independence of voice are directly linked to the
trust and confidence in which we are held.
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And so I finish on this slide: Pro Bono’s 2015 ‘Impact 25’: the people that we, as the
charitable, nonprofit and philanthropic sectors, recognised as having the greatest social
impact last year. This was a largely sector audience, selecting our own peers. Look how
many were advocates.

Let’s remember that we are in highly trusted positions because of our work to achieve
social and systems change. Our capacity to give voice to that work and the communities
we work with, our role as advocates for systems change, is a critical part of our
effectiveness to achieve that change.
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